
 Testimonials 

Provided by customers of Mike the Gardener Enterprises 

 

• "I like the surprise of getting “mystery seeds” in my letterbox each month. It gives 
me an opportunity to try growing something new and the price is reasonable." 
Danen , ST AGNES, SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

• "The Seed`s of the Month Club is wonderful! I am so excited to be a member of 
this group because I love the variety of seeds they send, and my kids love getting 
seeds in the mail. I don`t like to waste money on things I`m not comfortable with 
growing, but Seeds of the Month gives me new choices to try and guarantees 
them to grow! I couldn`t ask for a better experience!" 
Corey, EFFINGHAM, KS 

• "I am a newbie at the Seeds of the Month club, and I have absolutely fallen in 
love with it. Every time I recieve my monthly seeds, I feel like a little kid to see 
what I got. The seeds that I have recieved are not what I would normally pick up 
at the store. But this has made me adventure outside of my gardening comfort 
zone. I have begun to look for recipes to use with my vegetables that are in my 
garden. Thank you so much Seeds of the Month Club for expanding my 
gardening experience!" 
Amanda, SALT LAKE CITY, UT 

• "I really enjoy getting my envelope in the mail every month. It`s like opening up a 
gift, you never know what you`re going to get but the surprise is half the fun. I`m 
looking forward to the next order already. Plus you get different varieties than 
what you find in the big box stores and maybe a few things that you wouldn`t 
have thought of trying before." 
Rachelle, BELLEVIEW, FL 

• "I LOVE that I recevie such great quality seeds. I have had better luck with my 
Seed of The Month seeds than other seeds I purchased from a nursery. I also 
LOVE the surprise every month!" 
Tanya, UNIVERSITY PLACE , WA 

• "I just received my seeds of the month for the first time. I was amazed that I 
received so many seeds at such a great price, and I love the fact you sent 
packets of seeds that are timely for me to plant right now for this season. Thanks 
so much I am looking forward to my next shipment." 
Segra, RAYTOWN, MO 

• "I like the seeds of the month as you get a variety not to mention, it's always a 
surprise. I'm glad that i actually joined. It's always just enough seeds too. Not too 



many that actually go stale. Thanks very much!" 
Erin, DURBAN, KWA ZULU NATAL 

• "I love the variety, and trying seeds that I would have otherwise not ordered is a 
treat!" 
Steve, DALLAS, TX 

	  


